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Precyse Announces Continued Penetration of its HIM Technology Platform
The industry’s only integrated, NLP-driven platform for
inpatient and outpatient coding and CDI - precyseCode and precyseCDI
Wayne, Pa., and Alpharetta, Ga., Oct. 28, 2013— Precyse has developed the industry’s only single,
integrated platform enabling both inpatient and outpatient coding and CDI, supported by state of-art
Natural Language Processing (NLP). Precyse technology is contracted by 44 facilities, with more than
half signing on in 2013 for precyseCode™ and precyseCDI™. The Precyse implementation
methodology developed by industry experts ensures these newly contracted organizations will be live
well in advance of the 2014 deadline, joining the other organizations already utilizing the Precyse
technology to great success.
Precyse clients have come to realize the value of a single, integrated application that enables
concurrent review and streamlined throughput for the analysis of inpatient and outpatient encounters.
As an example, one particular Precyse client has already seen a 50 percent increase in productivity
with the use of precyseCode for Same Day Surgeries (SDS), and only expects this number to grow.
“There are several methods and technologies an organization can choose to help manage the change
to ICD-10 and ever evolving healthcare reform,” said Linda Kloss, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA, president Kloss
Strategic Advisors and former CEO of AHIMA. “However the more integrated your technology solutions
and workflow, the more successful the technology will be. Precyse offers this solution.”
About Precyse
Precyse, a leader in health information management (HIM) Performance Management and Technology,
provides industry-leading expert services and comprehensive technologies that empower healthcare
organizations to most effectively and efficiently capture, organize, secure and analyze clinical data and
transform it into actionable information, supporting the delivery of quality patient care and optimizing
operating performance. Precyse has enabled nearly 4,000 healthcare facilities and health systems
nationwide to improve efficiency and deliver tangible outcomes for more than a decade. With products
ranging from an integrated transcription and coding platform with advanced speech recognition, expert
workflow technologies and Natural Language Processing to HIM consulting and services, Precyse’s
flexible software can be delivered stand-alone or complemented by a professional staff of more than
1,200 experts. Now more than ever, hospitals and health systems are challenged to achieve
meaningful use of the legal health record. Precyse is the partner hospitals across the country choose to
achieve this goal. To learn more, visit www.precyse.com.
Sparking innovation in healthcare information™
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